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tion. An internnfinn.7--!~& aimed at promoting .- 
developrncnt would channel additional foreign e x c h a ~ c  to (somej 
LDCs.25 But it, too, would aim for a solution ?rhere the problem probably 

d ' ' is not. 1 9  financing would be channemo- 
' 

fonune n m n x e F e a l i t y  of the a__111_.------ foreign exchange ~ o n % % k -  
~ ~ ~ 3 s '  r.rrowt6 Zh-a7~ 

~ o u l d  the role o I h s  be greater, if the policy goal were not only 
1 

to insure against crisiq, but also to promote more rapid development? 
I t  is evident that in the long term, commitments of long-term investment 
capital have at least the potential Tor furthering development and for 

I 

contributing to the financing of de~elopment.~e Wliere MNCs go, 

I! goods, and public assistance. 

T h c  !ntcrnational Rrsource Bank (1-1 wm proposed by former Secrc_L7qNoLStaaHcnry 
Xisinger at U N ~ A D ~ t ; r y ~ d d ~ ~ e c h . a n i r ~ w r a n t c e ~ a g p . n r a t e  .f%-@ 
inve tma t  in m i n i 1  crplorat~on in LDG. The fund for financing this a r r a n g c m e n t . ~ ~ ~  
atimatcd at $ 1  billion. 82CQ rn. of which would be the US.  conmbution. The raolurioo 
to crcnte an I R E  w a  dcfcatcd at bTCT.4D. but has been disc& on other fo- such as 
thc Council on Intcrnat iod Economic Cwprarron (CIECJ in Paris and at mcetiilgr of thc 
OrEJnizztion of Arncrican S t a t a  (OAS). Thcrc is no indic~ticn at pracnt  that an IRE 
WII bc stablishcd in the near f u m e ,  or that rhc new ndministration wdl continue to punuc 
this as a separatc option. 
Whcthcr this potential h a  bcm, or will bc rcaiizcd In the intcrat of L D G  ia a matter o f  
dcbatc. But, inrpitc ofthe irnpiiutiom ofC~obdRr~h,lornronr bcncfits from bfKCoperationr 
and if thcrc arc bcncfits. they can at least in tbcory bc distributed in favour of L D G .  

Mining Agreements in Developing 
Countries 
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THE S U P P L Y  O F  RAW MATERIALS and the transfer of technological and 
administrative skill are issues of increasing relevance- 
between industrialized and developing countries. These issues converge in 
mining agreements relating to projects in developing nations. The analysis 
of the legal colistitution of mining projects has traditionally been barred 
through a lack of information. The agreements were regarded as among 
the arcana of international business practice. The OPEC initiative has led 
to an  increase in publicity in the oil sector. Here, the policy of exchanging 
information between producing countries and of exposing the contractual 
documents to the public has been adopted.' In the hard mineral sector, 
the information problem prevails. 

The present paper relies on a collection of legal instruments. affiliated 
documents and interviews relating to 15  projects in the hard mineral 
sector (metals) in 27 countries, 25 of which may be classified as developing 
countries. Although it is difficult to ascertain whether this sample is 
representative in a smct sense, the large portion of recent agTeemenrs 
(since 1969) represented in the sample supplies an appropriate backpround 
for general analysis. 

The documents and information were collected for research purposes 
-in many cases with the explicit promise of confidentiality. We have 
therefore adopted the general policy of leaving out the name and place 
of the actual ~roject. The study deals with a limited number of issues of 
current relevance. 
' CT. Zuhayr Mikduhi, "Cooperation 

cncc to h b  Countria", Inrmrnfioml 
amonq Oil Exponing Countria w t h  
Organzzaf~on, 28 (1974), pp. 24 d. rcq. 
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This study, unlike most analyses in the field, has been written from 
the perspective of a group of academics: hwyers, economists and political 
scientists in a European country. The object of the study is a brief 
analysis and comparison of recent mining agreements, taking specific 
note of general structures and alternative possibilities in drafting which 
are available to the developing countries. 

Implications of Framing Complex Issues in Traditional &gal Concepts 
The legal area of mining agreements has frequently been prospected with 
over-generalizing conceptual equipment. The public appearance of a new 
contract refemng to the well-defined circumstances of a specific project 
has repeatedly given rise to speculation about new concepts of world-wide 
application. Closer analysis reveals that in a number of instances change 
did not relate to the substance of the agreement but rather to a change in 
labels.2 Given the great diversity of labels, a functional approach seems to 
be a proper guide to the problems. I t  should be noted, however, that 
labels may include notions of substance as they reflect a core of legal 
policy. "Concession", 'Toint Venture", "Service Contract" have been 
substantive programmes which have defined the general legal approach 
to highly complex issues. The implications of choosing any one of these 
specific patterns are manifold. 

The contractual practice of the last decade, on which this study is focused, 
has produced refined versions of all three patterns. The most sophisticated 
versions, it may be submitted, have departed from their original ancestry 
and adopted modifications from all sides. Nevertheless, an understanding 
of these complex legal vehicles relies on the basic structures involved. The 
general patterns may be demonstrated in simplified form in the following 
set of diagrams9 

Contractual Co-opnation 
(a) Concession 
While the great majority of contracts under analysis are based on the 
pattern of equity participation (corporate co-operation), there is a variety 
of schemes of contractual co-operation. Among these, the concession 
contract is playing a declining role. There are, however, noteworthy 

The dmomtration of this iuuc is onc of thc key lopia in: David N. Smith, Lou& T. Wclb, 
NtSoIiarlrq Third World M i m l  A~~cmunls : PrornLu as Prolo~us, Cambridge, Mw.: Ballin- 
g-. 1975, a p .  pp. 27-53. Scc also Tom J. Farcr. "Economic Dmclopmmt Aqr-m~:  
A Functional Analpis", C o l u m b k J o ~ a l d  Trpnmn!ionol Lnw, 10 (1971), p. 200 d. s q .  
' Doublc l ina indiutc thc iundarncntal relauomh~p in the schemc. ME m- &g 

cntcrprlc. 
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exceptions. One of the most elaborate recent agreements, concerning 
a large copper project in a South American state, is in essence a straight- 
forward concession contract. The concession pattern is implemented by 
various specific obligations of the foreign-owned but locally incorporated 
company, referring to all sorts of linkages for social and economic promo- 
tion. Phase-in of local equity participation is secured through the general 
mining code. 

For smaller projects or for projects where the encouragement of % 

search activities (prospecting, exploration) plays a role, the concession 
pattern is likely to be an effective basic device for host counties.4 One 
example among many of this type of arrangement concerns prospecting, 
mining and dredging for an uncommon metal in a western North African 
state. 

The mineral concession (mineral lease, etc.) is in most countrie* 
extensively regulated by statutory law5 and remains an essential part of 
any mining agreement. The departure from the framework of the tradi- 
tional concession in modern mining agreements stems from the fact that 
"concession", i.e. the granting of mineral rights, is only one of the many 
elements to be agreed upon in the current miningprojects. The formationof 
an appropriate working entity, its organization, its control, the distribu tion 
of its benefits, the evaluation of its positive and negative impacts on the 
social and natural environment, and the access of products to foreign 
markets, have all become paramount k.sues for legal solution. The framing 
of these complex issues does not fit into the basic pattern of a general 
allowance for using state or private property for prospecting and mining 
purposes. The above-mentioned example of a copper concession, how- 
ever, shows that the traditional concession concept may be highly 
mutable. 

(b) Contruct of Work 
In the concept of the general contract of work-as used in ~ndonesia-the'$ 
foreignawned but locaUy incorporated mining company stipulates to the 
government "to perform work and all other obligations imposed on it by 
the agreement". There is no corresponding stipulation of the payment 
for the work, which would be expected from the name of the contract. 
The quidpro quo consists in the corporation's disposition over the extracted 
product. The government's share is guaranteed through a system of 
various rents, royalties and taxes. Thus, the general contract of work is in 
fact a kind of reversed concession. Diagram A (2) above shows that, in 
theory, there is no direct communication between investor and host 

state, although the contractor is, as in most modern concessions, the locally 
incorporated affiliate of the investor or of an investors' consortium. The 
distinctive feature of these arrangements is certainly not be found in the  
symbolic reversal of the concession pattern. However, i t  lies in the detailed 
clauses of the "work program" of the investor. The various project periods, 
from surveying through operating and marketing, are  defined with care. 
Other interesting features designed to promote the national i n t e r a m  
include clauses concerning the gradual increase of employment of nation- 
als at all levels, the requirement that shares of the company be offered to 
nationals and the tentative requirement of local processing+ _.--' 

(,) Senn'ce C o n t r a b  
The ,-lose regulation in modern agreements of every stage of the d n g  
project intimates that the comprehensive contract with one investor- 
(or a of investors) could be divided into several separate 
ageemen& for the preparatory work, the outfitting of the mine and the 
administration of the venture. The entire control over the project would 
then remain in the hands of the host country. Technology and administra- 
tive skills could thus be "bought" on the international market. In the oil 
sector, structures of this sort have become common.6 I n  the hard mineral 
sector, various f o r m  of service contracts are included in recent agreements, 
yet always in connection with some form of equity participation of the 
foreign partner. There is, however, one recent project in an oil exporting 
state which is structured exclusively by a service contract.' 

In the exploration stage, service contracts are available. A numb& 
of public institutions offer exploration services, the most important 
of which are the United Nation's Revolving Fund for Natural Resources 
Exploration,s the French Bureau de Recherchcs Gdologiques et ibfinihez 
(BRGLM),~ and the German Bundesanstalt fur Geowirsenschajim und Roh- 
st@ (BGR).lO But the bulk of exploration activities remains in the handsu. 
of mining companies, whose activities in these stages are sometimes 
subsidized by home countries through tax deduction allowances or specific 
soft loans, While the separation of early project stages from the production 
phase is likely to strengthen the autonomy and bargaining power of host 
countries, there are also advantages to an integrated "one hand"appr0ach. 
Large mining companies possess adequate research facilities and extensive 
how-how for developing new extraction and processing technologies. 
' Cf. Robert FabriLant, Oil Dummy and Tcchnisd C h p  in Sourk,ul Asia. bgd Aspect! of 

RProdion Sharing Connacb in Ihr Indonesian P c t r o h  I n d u t ~  ( I m ~ t u t e  of Southcut Atan 
Studia, Singapore, 1973). ' Thcre are, ofcourse, irutanca ofxrvice contract3 after nationalization. 
E.g. project in Northern South America, 1976. 
' E.g. projcct in the Middle East with optton for minority participation in the production 

phax. 
lo In 1976 the BGR reported that exploration activitia (includinq hydrogeolob$ml projccu) 

are being coatinually out by about fiftcm working t e a m  in scvcral developing 
countria, in m a t  c m  under the technical ~ ~ L t a n c c  programme. 
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Almost every substantla1 project requires technology specifically designed 
p,) Contractual and Corporate Model 

for the type of ore and for the size and situation of the mineral deposit. In the contractual model a maximum of autonomy can be achieved. T h e x  The expectation of profits in the future mine is generally regarded as a;, 
parties are only to the extent of their contractual obligation. 

strong mcentlve for the development of unknown procedures and technical For conflict resolution the parties have to resort to third institutions. approaches. Under the corporate model, most functions are carried out through-.. 
The major obstacle to be overcome in the implementation of service,- the common corporate administration rather than according to a precise, contracts In the hard mneral sector 1s the financing of the various s 

conuactua~y defined scheme. The administratwe entity is llkely to Even ~f the feasibility of a particular project has been demonstrated, 
develop a degree of independence, and may become a n  integrative force capltal outlays and long recoupment perlods in the production phas 
leading to common perceptions and goals among the parties. This model to be considered." 
is well to changing and unforeseen circumstances. 

In the collection of legal instruments under analysis a number of Each model holds for either party both inherent advantages a n d  contracts show a tendency toward the service contract pattern. In t h e s e  
disadvantages; an optimal solution is likely to contain elements of each. arrangements host countv  majority equity positions are coupled with 
 hi^ is reflected in the current practice of contract drafting. adminlsrratwe agreements with a foreign partner. These agreemenu 

are designed to secure a constant flow of technology, modern standards 
(c) Advanced Concepls of EqutLY Sharing 

of adrmnlstration and vertical integration into the market. These patterns the initial years of corporate co-operation, well into the nineteen- 
are generally confined to rich or easily accessible ore bodies andlor to skties, the ideal of equal equity participat~on (50:50joint venture) played (oil exporting) countries wlth substantial financial means which seek an important role. More recently, it has become obvious that a speclficr investment in their own natural resources. All contracts of this sort do not 

proportion ofshares need not ultimately define the full statusofthe partner. 
involve elements of high general risk; they concern well-defined projects, control may be diversified a t  various stages and levels to secure an optimal the mabikty of which IS generally accepted. structure for the effective administration of production and development 
Corporate Co-opmatton (equity shanng) promotion policies. Further, the project corporation's benefits are n o  - longer dismbuted simply according to the share quotas, but reflect (a) Equzp Shanng as an Altematiuc to Conhactual P a m  instead the total financial and non-financial flows to all parties. Dividends, 
The concept of co-operation between the investor and the developingx taxes and other benefits are to be seen within a comprehensive distribut~ve country in a corporate joint venture has shaped the majority of mLLlng 
~rojects over the last two decades. Equity par t i c ipa t~~n  by the host Various specific obligations may be part of the corporate agreement., 
counmes may at  times have amounted to a matter of c o n v i c ~ o ~ .  In practice, the foreign investor wlll seek to retain a controlling interest 

The ~erceptible trend from concession to joint venture ought not to in day-to-day of the mine, in the policies which lead to the 
be ascnbed to some inherent virtue of a ‘‘joint venture mentality" as expected return of his investment, and in access to the mineral products. 
much as to the objective financial and polibcal necessity to involve a In most instances this interest is secured through a factual majority 
greater number of parties in a mning project. If one accepts the premise participation in the venture. There are, however, a number of recent 

i that the focal point of today's projects is not the nature of the mineral examples where a controlling corporate interest of the host country has 
nghts granted by the state, but the problem how to bring together been accepted by investing mining corporations. These have been accom- 
efFecbvely mineral resources, capital and technology in a functional panied by contractual arrangements to administer the operation of 
and economically desirable entlty, it follows that a jolnt commitment ect for a fee or a share in the output, There are other recent 
in the organizational structure of the entlty is a substantial aim of a s of host country minority (or factual minority) participation 
natural resources policy. However, proper allocation of the key functions well beyond a simple corporate arrangement. They include, 
of a proJect need not necessarily rely on a concept of equity participation. extensive clauses for the integration of the project into the social, economic 
Corporate co-operation is to be regarded as an alternative model to and ecological framework of the host country. In all these instances, it is 
advanced forms of contractual co-operation. dear, that the contracts were not drafted along doctrinal lines, but with 
" Cf Peter P. Gabnel, Thz Tronrfn of CorpmdL Skdk. ibia~g-r G n f r a l r  m L s  Dm[oprd the aim of attracting the maximum capital and commitment from the 

GM~NI H w a r d  Unlvmzty, Graduate School of Burmas Adm~nutrat~on, B~~~~ ,967, 's side in order to secure substantive and lasting benefits from the 
p 8 1 .  project. 

%. .%L 
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One advantage of any corporate pattern is the possibility of providingx 
for the gradual phasing-in of host country equity. Although this objective 
may also be reached by legislative provision in the mining code (as in the 
Peruvian example), contractual phase-in and renegotiation provisions are 
likely to reflect more closely the economic performance of the enterprise.1~ 

Recently clauses have been suggested which provide for renegotiation 
at given intervals if past and projected net cash flow figures differ from 
initial expectations.l3 

In  summary it seems that traditional legal concepts of concession and 
simple equity sharing have long been left behind. The latest agreements, 
demonstrate a wide range of complex, hybrid forms of co-operation 
between mining investors and host countries. 

OPEC Experience and Non-Fuel Minerah 
It seems to be a truism that OPEC's activities have had a substantial 

impact on the legal issues involved in the hard mineral sector. The collec- 
tion of instruments intimates that the decisive turn did not take place as 
late as 1973, but had already occurred in the late nineteen-sixties. I t  
appears that the metal sector has adopted some of OPEC's pioneering* 
contractual patterns, but after a time lag of several years. 

There are, however, a number of economic reasons which affirm 
the assertion that OPEC's advances cannot be fully matched in all or even 
most metal commodity markets. Nevertheless, OPEC has taught that t h d  
exchange of information and the mutual disclosure of contracts may be an 
important device for attaining better solutions for producing countries. 
Even more essential is the increasing awareness, since 1973 and the 
subsequent general recession, that there is not only a mutual dependency 
between most industrial and developing countries, but that any substan- 
tive shifting of power relations causes feedback on both sides. 

The current experience in the development of the commodity sector 
should be reflected in the general legal approach to mineral agreements. 
One conclusion attracting increasing attention is the notion that a mineral 
agreement is no static "deal" but "merely one step in a process of unfold- 

/ ing relationships".~4 In  the light of this, the drafting of contracts is likely 
to concentrate on practicable sets of procedural rules to allow for constant 
adaptation to the circumstances. 

The departure from the notion of a "commodity deal" has an 
additional dimension. The awareness of multilateral political and econo-7 
mic dependence in matters ofraw material supply and transfer of technolo- 

L* C f .  inJi. Part IV. '' Raymond F. rM&ewll, Fordgn Inocrhmt i n  Coppn .Winin<. C u e  Sldirr of Minrr in pm & 
P a w ,  Xm Cuinm. The Johm Hophim U u v e n ~ t y  Pras, Baltimore, 1975, p. 33. 

1' Smith, Welh op. Fir., pp. 3 <I. r q .  
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gy leads to an analytical approach which may be termed a "comprehemive 
interest analysis".lb A systematic analysis of mineral agreements, i t  is 
suggested, has not only to take into account the commitments of signa- 
tories of the final agreement but has also to consider the full environment 
,r institutions and forces, participating explicitly and implicitly in  the ", ...--- 
w n g e m e n t  through various channels, 

Mineral investments are no longer regarded as mere questions 06 
private concern. I t  has become a common feature that host countries 
.perate through specialized agencies, which CO-ordinate the different 
problems of fitting the project into the national, social and economic 
context. Industrial countries are making various efforts on numerous 
levels to secure a constant flow of raw material supplies. A general 
dialogue of producers and consumers is emerging. Increasing project, 
size has led to new modes of international financing, as described in Par t  
m. Contracts are reflecting the standards set by international institutiona 
Regional integration of developing countries is playing an increasing role, 
as various problems may be solved through mutual assistance on a regional 
level. Planning procedures are beginning to focus on long-term questions, 
such as the social and ecologkd impacts of large industrial projects 
(cf. Part 11). Complex distributive patterns concerning the financial , 

benefits of the project are likely to guarantee stability of the venture 
(cf. Part IV). General standards of accounting, reporting and auditing 
have to be developed to secure adequate and comparable idonnat ion 
for various institutions monitoring international investments (cf. Part V). 
Finallv. new modes of conflict avoidance and contlict resolution have to 
be cohhdered, in order to cut down unnecessary economic and social 
costs affecting the institutions and persons directly and indirectly in- 
volved in a mining venture (cf. Part VI). 

Functions of Protectice Prouisions 
In  the past decade, the need for the protection and improvement of the 
human environment has found world-wide recognition. This new e n v i r o n ~  
mental consciousness, originating in highly industrialized countries as  a 
concern about the side-effects of industrial development, has led most 
developing countries to adopt a broader view of their development goals, 
including the development of their mineral resources. Both governments 
of host countries and international institutions financing mineral-related 
development projects have increasingly insisted on including in mining 
agreements clauses not only involving the foreign investor in the develop 
I# Cf. Ckktmn Kirchncr, Ench Schanzc, Fabian G. von SchlabrcndorfT, Albrcchr St&- 

mayer, Thoma W. Waldc. .M~chacl Fntachc. Rcmhrd Patzma, Rotuki f fmcrhl~~sunq~-  
mlrabm In E n ~ k l w ~ ~ ~ l & d e m ,  T e d  1 .  Intne~rclll&mn, Vnhandlwgrprozr~, rrrhrlichr Kon- 
uptwvn (with an Engll~h ~ummary). (Frankfurt am Main: Mcuncr, 1977.) 
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Existing Clauses 

Clauses dealing with accounting, reporting and auditing are often spread 
throughout a mining agreement, with separate accounting and reporting 
requirements included in clauses dealing with marketing, records and 
audit, and related provisions. I n  order properly to review the drafting 
~ract ice of existing mining agreements, one should have a rough idea 
of what should be regulated by those clauses. Included must be statements 
as to 

- where the books ofaccount have to be kept; 
- what rights of inspection the government of the host country shall have; 
- what guarantees regarding the confidentiality of information are 

provided ; 
- what set of accounting and reporting principles shall be applicable; 
- what sort of monthly, quarterly or annual information (balance sheet, 

statement of income, production statistics, statement of sources and 
application of funds, data about employment and labour, data  about 
foreign exchange transactions and transfer prices) shall be provided; 

- what methods of choosing auditors are applicable; and 
- how long a period of time is given for auditing and submitting reports. 

Furthermore, it is essential to deal with accounting and auditing in 
marketing clauses in so far as methods for monitoring transfer pricing 
must be agreed upon. The same is true for methods for computing net 
profits. Many existing mining agreements are inadequate in several ways 
in dealing with these questions. In a typical clause accounting and re- 
porting requirements state only that the company shall have its books 
audited "as soon as practicable after each accounting year by such 
independent Chartered Accountant as may be chosen by the Company 
and approved by the Government". A great number of mining agreements 
have no accounting, reporting and auditing provisions at  all. In a mining 
agreement of 1966 there is no clause concerning accounting, reporting 
and auditing requirements, but there is an article dealing with the 
confidential nature of information. "Neither of the parties hereto shall 
without the written consent of the other of them disclose to any third 
party any reports, records, scientific and technical data, sales contracts, 
commercial transactions or other similar information of a confidential 
nature of the operations of the Company." 

On the other hand, there are several mining agreements which state 
that books ofaccount have to be maintained in the host country, that these 
books shall be kept in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles, and that the company has to furnish the government with 
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annual financial statements, consisting of a balance sheet and statement 
of income, prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting 

Some mining agreements oblige the company to furnish the 
government with production statistics as well. Many agreements state 
that company books and accounts are subject to auditing by independent 
auditors or to review by government representatives. In one mining 
ageement there is no recourse to "generally accepted accounting prin- 
ciples" but rather to accounting principles normally applied to mining 

In a recent mining agreement in a n  African country, it is stated 
that books and accounts shall be kept in accordance with such accounting 
v t e m  as the government shall approve. This latter clause is more 
flexible and enables the host government to apply modern accounting 
standards, which may be more advanced than accepted 
accounting principles".72 There are mining agreements which require 
annual reports; others provide for quarterly reports. A number of mining 
agreements specify the currency in which accounts have to be reported. 

Transfer pricing problem are dealt with in a number of agreements 

information about labour statistics, or for a statement of sources and 
application of funds.73 Methods for computing net profits are outlined 
in detail, as is normal in such agreements. 

In mining agreements concluded in the period after 1970 clauses 
dealing with accounting, reporting and auditing have become more 
sophisticated. The reporting and auditing requirements of developed 
countries have in some cases been taken as examples for the drafting 
of recent agreements. But even ifsuch reporting and auditing requirements 
were exactly copied, there would be serious gaps in the information 
necessary for host countria to monitor the performance of mining 
projects in their territories. Such deficiencies will be discussed in the 

" might be apecially true for International Accounting S a n d a h  issued by the Inter- 
national Accounting Standarb Committee or thcae p r o p d a  to be made by the Commiujon 
OnTransnational Corporatioru' Group of Experu on lnt-tional Standarch ofAccountmp 
and Reporting; up to now, there is only a wt of quidelina of this qroup'r work: See U.N. 
Doc. E/C. IO/AC. 112 E/C. IO/AC.1/3 E/C.IO/AC. 114 and E/C.10/33. 
The Internatio~l ~Aounring ~ t a n d a h  Committee hm h u e d  on 2 June 1976, an cxpo- 
w e  draft about "Statement of Sourca and Application of Funds" ( E x p o a ~  Draft 7); 
thisitem ha, been taken up by the CTC for the Groupof Experu on Internat~onal Standarch 
m. Doc. E/C. IOIAC. l(2,p. 1 1 .  no. 38. 
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following section and consequences for drafting new mining agreements 
will be drawn from this analysis thereafter. 

Defin'enn'es of Existing Accounting, Reporling, and Audifing Ciauses 

In order to assess the performance of a company working on a mining 
project within the territory of a host country, the government has to be 
informed as to the calculation methods used by the company to determine 
the ~rofitability of the project; this means that the government has to 
legislate for reporting requirements according to the computation needs 
of the discounted cash flow of the venture.74 

Up to now, the information to be furnished to the government has 
been confined mostly to financial data, neglecting non-financial data 
which are important for evaluating the impact of the venture on the 
national economy.75 Reporting requirements which d o  not include 
information about the international operations of the investor company 
can provide only a rough idea of the investor company's performance 
within the host country. 

Auditing by independent auditors may be an efficient way of super- 
vising the investor' company's operations, but if international auditing 
firms are entrusted with this task, the costs for auditing may be substantial. 
Even if such expenses have to be paid by the investor company, they are 
tax-deductible items diminishing the host government's income. Even 
in cases where deduction is not possible, the investor may include such 
expenses elesewhere in his calculations thus reducing the host country's 
share in the venture's earnings. As a result of this cost factor, it may be that 
only annual reporb have to be audited, or that reports are kept quite 
simple, including only a balance sheet and income statement. In such 
cases, the host country government may be provided with reliable but 
scant information. If reporting periods are too long, the reports cannot 
constitute an efficient supervisory tool. 

Auditing would not pose these problems if efficient independent 
auditing fkns  with international standards were available in the host 
country. Normally, however, the host country has neither such auditing 
firms nor enough qualified personnel within the government to review 
the operations of the company or carefully and thoroughly to evaluate 
such data as are being provided by the company.i6 The problem of a lack 
of human resources in the field of accounting, reporting and auditing 
cannot be solved merely by drafting better mining agreemenu. This 

"The discounted w h  flow (DCF) approach to thc evaluation of profitability of mining 
projcco has bccn s t r d  apcclally by Raymond F. Mikaell Forngn I m e ~ ~ m r m  in COW 
,Mi,&-, p. 5, and by David N. Smith, Louis T. Wclls Ir.. OD. nr.. b. 60 

"  on-financial reporting is of special interat for d ~ & l o p & ~  h&;-c&tria of rnultinationd 
corporations; see U.N. Doc. EIC. IOIAC. 114, p. 6. 

7. U . U . N .  Doc. EIC. IOIAC. 114. p. 8. 

problem is a long-term one which can be managed only by deliberate 
long-term actions. Some proposals to this end will be made in the following 
section. 

The lack of a concise set of internationally accepted accounting 
principles makes it very difficult for the host government to supervise 
operations of investor companies in its territory. Agreements may either 
simply refer to "generally accepted accounting principles", thereby 
leaving wide discretion to the investor company, or they may develop 
their own accounting and reportingprinciples. Thelatter method, however, 
is normally hampered by the lack of qualified personnel to administer 
such new regulations. This means that such rules can only be developed 
gradually with the increase in human resources in this sector. 

Supervision of the company by the government is further impeded 
by difficulties concerning the use of different currencies for financial 
operations, accounting and reporting. Detailed rules, which provide not 
only for the determination of the currency in which books and accounts 
have to be stated, but also for specific methods of how to translate from 
foreign currencies to the reporting currency, have to be developed. This  
is essential for the computation of taxes and royalties and for the evalua- 
tion of transfer pricing as well. 

Training of Local Bccounting and Auditing Personnel 
Clauses dealing with training for local ~ e n o n n e l  should explicitly provide 
for education programmes for accounting and auditing personnel, 
including education in the home country of the investor company. 

Local Audifing Companies 

The formation of local auditing companies should be fostered by the host 
country government, including grants for overseas education. Depending 
on how rapidly local auditing companies are developed, mining a p e m e n &  
should provide for the government's right to employ such local companies. 

Infomation about International Operalions o f fhe  Znvestor Company 
Investor companies may be obligcd to supply the government with 
international consolidated statements, including international statements 
of sources and application of funds. 

Extent of Reporting Requiremmts ReJem'ng lo the O c a l  Xfining Pr@ct 
Reporting requirements should include balance sheet, income statement 
ofsources and applications of funds, production and employment StatlstlW 
and environmental impact reports. 



Principles of currency translation for reporting purposes have to be 
explicitly laid down in the mining contract. For transfen from local 
currency into foreign currency or uice vnsa, transaction rates should be 
specified. For translating the balance sheet, current rates of the closing 
date should be applied, but varying inflation rates of different currencies 
have to be taken into account. 

VI.  DtserrrE SETTLEMENT AND ISSUES OF R E N E G O ~ T I O N  
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recent Southeast Asian agreement sets forth objectives to be considered by 
the expert deciding on the correctness of the feasibility report.79 Special 
provisions may be stipulated to ensure an appropriate division ofjurisdic- 
tion between legal arbitration and expert decision. 

Provisions for arbitration by the ICC are rather frequent in mining 
agreements. The ICC provides for a panel of experienced arbitrators. 
hlotivated to maintain the stability of contracts, ICC arbitrators are 
likely to incline towards upholding the original contractual terms, giving 
little recognition to claims for renegotiation. Most agreements today refer 
arbitrable disputes to the ICSID arbitration centre. The  submission to 2 

I ICSID creates an i-ocable international obligation that cannot be 
withdrawn unilateraUy.ao Another reason for the superiority of ICSID 

is the final nature of the arbitral award which cannot be 
reviewed by national courts and which is supposed to be sanctioned, 
without a formal basis, among others, by the iVorld Bank's loan policy. 
Some developing nations, especially South American countries,81 t ry  to 
avoid international arbitration commitments, viewing them as 
impositions on their sovereignty and requiring investors to submit 
exclusively to local courts and to waive any diplomatic protection 

: ("Calvo-Doctrine"). 
Besides the choice of the arbitration forum, the contracting parties 

can stipulate various conditions and rules concerning the arbitration 
procedure and criteria (place, exemptions of jurisdiction, applicable law). 
As any host country will prefer complete national jurisdiction, it can 
reduce the impact of international arbitration by dividing the dispute 
settlement task between the arbitration tribunal and its state courts 

i by exempting certain matters from the jurisdiction of the arbitration 
tribunal. Some agreements provide for exhaustion of local remedies 
before proceeding to arbitration. Others exempt matters of municipal law 
or, for example, tax matters from arbitration. Contracts may also provide 
for the jurisdiction of state courts in the issuance of execution awards. 

7 s  "In reaching hh d h i o n  on any matter referred to him pursuant to C k u x  X the a r b i n t o r  
shall judge the r-ahlmar of any decuion of the Slate having regard to whether the 
p-b are bavd on sound mining and engineering practice, take reasonable account 
of the interau of the people of (the slate) and of employem who will bc working on the 
p r o j ~ t  include rcamnable st- to protect the environmmt, arc consistent with securing 
an cqdtable return on invament  to the Company having regard to the risks Ynodated 
with the Project and the effiaent development and maintcnancc of the Project and arc not 
inmnrhtent with the b a l a n d  development of the area. rcmgnkinq the Limited praent 
ux of the area, the nccd for i u  development, the Stare's da i re  for the Project to procccd 
and be economically viable, and the effect the Project must ncccnarily have on the en- 
vironment". 

80  Cf. John T. Schmidt, "Arbitration Under the A u p i c a  of h e  ICSID: Implicatioru of 
the Decision on Juridiction in Alcoa Minerah ofJamaica. Inc., vs. Government ofJamaica", 
Hmord I n f d i o n a l  Laur , j d ,  17 (1976), pp. M el. rq.  

01 Cf. Roger G. Walcy, "The Procedural Malaix of Foreign Invatmcnt Disputa in L t i n  
America: From Local Tribunals to Factfinding", Laur and PolLy in Inkmattonal BU~WJJ, 7 
(1975), pp. 813sl.~rq. 

sme investors may be ready to accept such a division of matters between 
the tribunal and state courts, provided that a t  least the de- 
,-ision on damages claimed for breach of contract after termination is 
left with the tribunaLa2 

The rules governing the arbitration proceedings may be drafted 
into the mining agreement or included by reference to standard arbitra- 
tion rules, such as the ICSID, ICC and most recently the UNCITRAL . 

More important is the issue of what law should be applied by  the 
arbitrators, and whether their decision-making power should be restrained 
to specified awards. Some investors may still successfully insist on a general 
reference to the laws of industrialized countries, e.g. England. The  mend, 
however, is directed towards application of local law, sometimes provided f 

that it is consistent with generally recognized legal principles or w i t h ,  
international law. However, the stipulation of local law need not allow 
host countries to impose legislation having an impact on contractual 
terms, since some agreements include clauses to the effect that applicable 
law must be consistent with the agreement and contravening subsequent 
laws shall not be applicable. 

Other current trends in mineral agreements-such as the requirement 
I 

to give the party in default sufficient time to remedy the breach, or limits 
for the awarding of damaga-place increasing restrictions on a 
decision making power.= I t  may be advisable to refine the legal regime 
relating to damages, to stipulate possibilities to issue interim awards, 

to order specific performances. Such provisions are likely to reduce 
ks and increase the predictability of decisions for the parties. 

Tenh in Dispute S t t t h t d  
The following points might be considered in future arbitration schemes: 
- separation of issues into those which are arbitrable and those subject 

to renegotiation induced by legitimate interests; 
- confining ad hoc arbitration to interpretative and technical disputes 

(international consultants as experts), preferably taking place in he 

" Thh pmition har actually hen,takcn by an important U S .  invator during the 
ofa Southeast Asian copper prolcct. " E.g. "If this Aqrnmcnt u terminated pursuant to Section . . . on account of a 
breach by Invator, then Invator shall pay to the other sidc. . . an  amount in &US equal 
to the aggregate Tea that shall have hen recaved by Invator under thu A~~~~~ 
during the 18-month paid prhceeding the date of termination." (. . . breach by the o t h u  
side it "shall pay to Invator all amounts due and unpaid under this A p m c n t  all 
Tuknat ion  Cma, and an amount in I-US equal to the aggregate amount of the fca baid 
or due to Invator u n d a  thia Agmment during the 18-month period p r = h g  the 
date of tcrmination". 

"The ~ a r t i a  shall be mti tkd  to no rcmcdia of any kind or t y p  whatsoever ( a c c p t  as 
specified above) and to no damaga of any kind or typc wharrocvm (acept for amom- 
payable undm the Section mentioned above) undcr thir Aqmmcnt. wirh rapect to the 
performance of this A g r m m t ,  or in any way relating to the Project, the Facilitia or action 
or inaction ofany member of the Staff of any employee of Invator or the otherside." 

ofa Sbutheast Asian copper project. - 
" E.g. "If this Aqrnmcnt u terminated pursuant to Section . . . on account of a material 

breach by Invator, then Invator shall pay to the other sidc. . . an  amount in &US equal 
to the aggregate fea  that shall have hen recaved by Invator under thh AgTecment 
during the 18-month paid prhceeding the date of termination." (. . . breach by the othu 
side it "shall pay to Invator all amounts due and unpaid under this Aqrmcnt all 
Tuknat ion  Cma, and an amount in I-US equal to the aggregate amount of the f c a  baid 
or due to Invator u n d a  thia Agmment during the 18-month period p r c c h g  t h e  
date of tcrmination". 

"The partia shall be mti tkd  to no rcmcdia of any kind or t y p  whatsoever ( a c c p t  as 
specified above) and to no damaga of any kind or typc wharrocvm (acept for a m o m -  
payable undm the Section mentioned above) under thir Aqmmcnt. mrh rapect to t h e  
performance of this A g r m m t ,  or in any way relating to the Projcct, the Facilitia or action 
or inaction ofany member of the Staff of any employee of Invator or the otherside." 
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- reserving institutional arbitration (third-party determination) for 
basic questions dealing with fundaments of the relationship (the 
"essence" of the investment relationship) ; and 

- restricting the selection of umpires to a carefully composed panel of 
persons acceptable to both sides, preferableappointed by authorities 
of an international organization or host state institutions. 

However important arbitration clauses might be, they should not 
entirely replace clauses dealing with regular renegotiation of general or 
specific provisions, or a t  least the commitment of the parties to attempt a 
conciliatory solution first. 

An aspect of arbitration which has tended to promote renegotiation 
clauses is the experience that arbitration under traditional standards of 
industrialized countries tends to disfavour host countries.a Many agree- 
ments have been concluded by investors whose initial superiority in 
bargaining power has subsequently declined. They have consequently 
tended to stabilize their early advantages by the use of arbitration, while 
the arguments of host governments for changes are typically not based in 
the contract, but on new de Ja to  conditions of a political or economic 
nature. This possible disadvantage of arbitration related to the contract 
as a whole ("big issues") affects the mode of settlement of interpretahve 
and technical disputes ("small disputes"). One way to resolve this 
difficulty might be to provide for a distinct forum with agreed-upon pro- 
cedures and criteria of contractual revision. Third-party determination 
of "small disputes" might be acceptable to both partners. The resolution 
of "big disputes", on the other hand, is likely to concern the host country's 
sovereignty over natural resources, as well as the investor's interest in 
a sufficient rate of return on his investment. The neutral examination 
of such vital interests is hardly likely to appeal to either party. 

Renegotiation provisions are a recent development in the drafting 
of mining agreements.U Most contracts merely state the commitment of 
the parties to resolve disputes in "good faith" and in an amicable manner, 
and to attempt conciliatory arrangements before proceeding to arbitra- 
tion.86 

" The history of such arbitration show that in most instances the a w d  did not favour the 

1974 n 417 'e. F-,-($. cit.) did not even mention such clawr, though he tried to atablirh minimum 
rquircmcnts for economic devclopmcnt agreemeno. " Erccrpt of a Central American aqrctmcnc: 
"The partis a D r m  their firm daire to examine. in the most obicctive and frimdlv mint. 
all dispura whiih miqhr arise bctwccn them in connection mth thir apcemmt. In drd'cr t i  
~crrlc such di~pura. All &sputa ansinq m connection mth thu agrccmcnt and which are not 
raolvcd in the above manner shall bc finally settled by arbitration.. ." 


